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created I him… created I them. In light of the interplay between “him” and “them” in this
verse, one strand of rabbinic tradition proposes that “man was originally created male and
female in one.” In the creation of woman, it was suggested that “God… separated the one
(female) side,”335 in a fashion that recalls Greek traditions telling of originally androgynous
humans who were split because of their rebellion, older Egyptian texts where the male earth
god (Geb) and the female heaven (Nut) were separated in the beginning of Creation,336 and
Zoroastrian texts that describe the couple as having been at first “connected together and
both alike.”337 More conventionally, however, we might rather suppose that the three lines
of this stately poetic diction are structured as they are in order to successively draw our
attention to three things: first, to the creation of man in the Divine image; second, to the fact
that this resemblance exactly parallels the one that exists between the Father and the Son;
and third, to the essential distinction of gender.338
With respect to the oneness of man and woman, Elder Erastus Snow expressed that “there
can be no God except he is composed of the man and woman united, and there is not in all
the eternities that exist, nor ever will be, a God in any other way. There never was a God, and
there never will be in all eternities, except they are made of these two component parts: a
man and a woman, the male and the female.”339 Similarly, the Talmud comments that “a man
without a wife is not a man, for it is said, ‘male and female He created them… and called
their name Man’340 [i.e., only together, as man and wife, is he called ‘Man’].”341
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male and female. Both men and women are created in the divine image and likeness, which
has implications not only for human nature but also for the character of God.342 The 1909
and 1925 First Presidency statements commenting on the origin of man both include the
assertion that: “All men and women are in the similitude of the universal Father and Mother,
and are literally the sons and daughters of Deity.”343
Though masculine verbs and adjectives are used with God’s name (also masculine), evidence
exists that the Ugaritic goddess Asherah was sometimes worshipped as a female consort to
Jehovah in preexilic times.344 Allusions to a female deity are also seen by some in biblical
references to Wisdom345 and in the texts of mystic Judaism referring to the Shekhinah.346
Jeremiah spoke out against the worship of the “queen of heaven,”347 though, as Peterson
points out, such prophetic opposition does not seem to appear before the eighth century
bce.348 From his study of this verse, Freedman concludes: “Just as the male God is the model
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27 And I, God, created man in mine own image, in the image of mine Only Begotten created
I him; male and female created I them.

